Extraordinary solutions.

Extraordinary solutions.

V-Squared Kennels
Safe. Attractive. Secure.
•

V-Squared™ Kennels

 odular design is quick and simple to
M
install and is easily reconfigured to meet
changing needs.

•

 onvenient latch secures at both the top
C
and bottom from a single, pet resistant
flip-latch. The gate panel can be padlocked
and adapts for left or right hand installation.

•

 hen installed as recommended, the gate
W
only swings inward, conditioning your pet
to stand back from the gate rather than
charging it when opening.

•

Great for dogs, cats and other pets.

The kennel pet-lovers love.

VIsit us online at:

v2kennel.com

Available at:

NOTICE – READ BEFORE PURCHASE:
Not all pets can be trained for containment. Larsen Innovations LLC CANNOT guarantee
that the kennel will contain a pet in all cases. If for any reason you believe that your pet
could pose a danger to himself or others if it were able to breach the kennel you should
not rely exclusively on the kennel for containment. In ALL cases pets should be monitored
when first introduced to the kennel. Larsen Innovations LLC shall NOT be liable for any
property damage, economic loss or any consequential damages sustained as a result of
any animal breaching the system. If you are unsure whether this is appropriate for your
pet, please consult your veterinarian or certified trainer.
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V-Squared™ Kennels—because pets are family.
Minimal gaps between
panels eliminate the
temptation to put paws

Uncompromised design,
at an affordable price.

and noses through,
reducing the risk of injury.
Ordinary
kennels
have large
tempting
gaps that
can entrap
heads and
paws.

Wire ends and bolt ends
are oriented away from
your pet. All wires are cut
flat rather than snipped,

SAFER
ATTRACTIVE

Close clearances at all connections

minimizing sharp points

minimize the temptation to escape.

that can injure.

Contemporary style compliments
your landscaping. Available in pet
safe galvanized or polyester powder
coated finishes.

SECURE

All-welded construction with
integrated frame creates a

Exposed
ends and
dangerous
sharp points
are common
on other
kennels.

unitized panel.
V-Squared Kennel’s
all-welded construction

STRONG

wire frame provides strength yet

is more secure. The
attractive design blends
easily and unobtrusively

remains visually unobtrusive.
VERSATILE

with your landscaping.
Adaptable
Other
kennels are
easily compromised,
secured
only with
clips and
tie wires.

V-Squared’s Patent Pending 4-gauge

raised by using the
extended bolt leg to

Easily adaptable for installation

make cleaning simple

on turf or on hard surfaces.

on hard surfaces. Install

Expand your kennel with additional

the bolt in the other

panels. Add a top, a shade screen,
or a roof.
AFFORDABLE

The kennel is easily

V-Squared Kennels are the
industry’s BEST VALUE!

direction to place the
kennel flat on the turf
reducing the temptation
to dig. An anchor bolt
can be substituted to
secure your kennel to
pavement.

Too often pet owners only
consider the need to keep their
pet in, forgetting that other
pets or wild animals often pose
a threat. Give your pet a safe
place to enjoy the outdoors.

Other kennels come either raised or flush
to the ground without the flexibility to adapt
to changing needs.

